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Abstract
Interactive notebooks help users explore code, run simulations, visualize results, and share them with other people. While these notebooks have been widely adopted in teaching as well as by scientists and data scientists that perform exploratory analyses, their provenance support is limited to the visualization of some intermediate results and code sharing. Once a user arrives at a result, it is hard, and sometimes impossible, to retrace the steps that led to the result, since they do not collect the provenance for intermediate results or of the environment. As a result, users must fulfill this gap using external tools such as workflow management systems. To overcome this limitation, we propose a new approach to capture provenance from notebooks. We build upon noWorkflow, a system that systematically collects provenance for Python scripts. By integrating noWorkflow and notebooks, provenance is automatically and transparently captured, allowing users to focus on their exploratory tasks within the notebook. In addition, they are able to analyze provenance information within the notebook, to both reason about and debug their work, using visualizations, SQL queries, Prolog queries, and Python code.

1. Introduction
Interactive Notebooks are computational environments that allow users to write documents containing code, text, plots, and other rich media. Users can perform exploratory research by running computations and visualizing their results interactively. Notebooks can be shared and converted into other formats, such as HTML or PDF. Two well known notebook environments are IPython Notebook and knitr. Notebooks are being widely used: the traffic to the IPython Notebook Web site suggests that more than 500,000 people actively use it [10].

IPython Notebook originated from IPython [9], a Python shell that provides powerful features for interactive scientific computing. While it helps scientists to explore, share, and keep track of their experiments interactively [10], provenance support in IPython Notebook is limited. Provenance can help scientists to interpret experiments' results, check if the experiments were executed as expected, understand the sequence of operations that lead to the results, and facilitate reproducibility [5]. However, provenance support in IPython Notebook only allows visualization of some intermediate cell results and interpretation of the shared code. It does not help scientists understand how the code executed. In fact, IPython Notebook is not able to collect environment provenance such as the version of the libraries used, and does not collect intermediate results within cells (e.g., different parameter values used in an exploration). Therefore, the exploratory trail is lost and the reproducibility of the results is compromised. If a scientist wants to capture more provenance about an experiment, she must export or rewrite her experiment into an external script and run an external tool to capture and analyze provenance from the script [1–4, 8, 11, 13].

We propose an approach that addresses this limitation and allows transparent provenance capture directly from the notebook. In previous work, we introduced noWorkflow [8], a tool that transparently captures provenance from Python scripts and provides mechanisms that allow users to explore this information. In this paper, we present the integration of noWorkflow and IPython to allow scientists to capture provenance from code executed inside IPython notebooks, visualize the captured provenance as graphs, and query the provenance using Prolog and SQL. We also show that notebooks are powerful tools for interactively exploring provenance.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents both IPython and noWorkflow. Section 3 discusses how to collect provenance inside notebooks. Section 4 discusses how to analyze provenance collected by noWorkflow in notebooks. Section 5 presents related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper and presents future work.

2. Background
IPython is a Python shell that interactively executes cells of code. A cell is a multi-line text input field. When a cell is executed, IPython adds a number to the cell that can be further referenced by a variable. If the last line of a cell is an expression, the cell outputs the expression value. It is possible to implement various representations for the output, such as plain text, PNG, SVG, LaTeX, and HTML. These representations can be used to plot data and media on different tools, such as IPython Notebook, QtConsole, and terminal emulators. IPython Notebook fully supports all these representations, but QtConsole does not support Javascript on...
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Figure 1. Using IPython to display an HTML list on QtConsole

the HTML and common terminals only support plain text. While QtConsole is an IPython console that behaves like a terminal and executes only cells of code, IPython Notebook is a web-based interactive computational environment where it is possible to write notebook documents. A notebook document is composed of cells, which can contain either code or text.

Figure 1 presents IPython running on QtConsole. In this example, we show how to interactively transform a Python list into an HTML list. Each In [X] defines a cell and each Out[X] defines the cell result. Note that the third cell references the second cell output through the variable ‘.’ and the fourth cell references the third cell output through the variable ‘.3’. Note also that the fourth cell is composed by three lines of code and its result is an HTML object.

Since IPython runs on top of Python, it keeps all advantages of using Python scripts for computational science, such as a clean and simple syntax, the simplicity to integrate external tools, and to run simulations [6]. In addition, it adds many features to streamline these tasks, such as shell commands, magics, extensions, and interactive visualization.

An external program can be called by prepending an exclamation point to its name. For example, ‘a = lls’ assigns a list of lines returned by ls command to the variable a. Magics are special functions on IPython that can modify the way it executes, create new variables, and provide more features. There are two kinds of magics: line magic and cell magic. A line magic can appear anywhere in the cell. It is prefixed with the ‘%’ character, and uses the remaining of the line as parameter. For example, with the line magic ‘%run script.py’, it is possible to run an external script.py inside a notebook. On the other hand, a cell magic only appears on the top of the cell, is prefixed with a double ‘%%’, and uses the whole cell as parameter. For example, with the cell magic ‘%%ruby’, it is possible to run ruby scripts written directly on the notebook. IPython also supports extensions that can be loaded through the line magic ‘%load_ext ext_name’.

noWorkflow (not only Workflow) [8] is an approach that automatically captures provenance from Python scripts without requiring any modifications to the script. It was conceived to help scientists perform scientific experiments and data exploration, but can be used to run and capture provenance of arbitrary scripts in Python. Due to this reason, every run of a script in noWorkflow is called a trial, noWorkflow captures definition, deployment, and execution provenance when a script is executed and stores it. This provenance can be read for further analysis. Figure 2 presents the architecture of noWorkflow.

For every trial (a single execution of the script), noWorkflow generates an identifier and all provenance collected during the execution is stored in a database related to this identifier. It creates the database in the same directory as the script, and puts it inside a ‘.noworkflow’ directory. The database is composed by a relational database and a content database. The content database stores all the scripts and files used in the trial and the relational database stores the remaining provenance.

noWorkflow uses abstract syntax tree (AST) analysis to collect definition provenance. It identifies user defined functions, function calls, arguments, and global variables referenced in the script. noWorkflow collects deployment provenance by identifying the version of imported modules and environment variables. Finally, noWorkflow collects execution provenance through the use of profiling and reflection to identify function activations (calls), argument values, return values, global values, start and finish times for each activation, as well as their context. It also captures the content of all files manipulated by the experiment script before and after the manipulation and stores them in the content database.

Scientists can perform SQL queries on the database or export a trial as Prolog facts and perform Prolog queries to analyze captured provenance. They can also use the visualization tool provided by noWorkflow to visualize activation graphs or use the command line to compare trials during the analysis.

Figure 3 presents a small piece of Python code that we will use as example. Note that it is composed by two scripts. The main script is ‘script1.py’ and it imports functions ‘y’ and ‘z’ from ‘script2.py’. These functions manipulate text files and have different delays to simulate slow functions. Running ‘script1.py’ with noWorkflow is as simple as running it with Python: ‘now run script1.py’.

In this example, it is possible to see that noWorkflow will store ‘script1.py’ and the function ‘x’ with parameter ‘i’ as definition provenance; environment variables, ‘script2’ module at version 1.0.2, ‘random’, ‘time’ and other Python modules imported by those modules as deployment provenance; calls to ‘range’, ‘x’, ‘y’, ‘z’, and other Python modules ‘y.txt’ and ‘z.txt’ as execution provenance. Currently, noWorkflow only captures calls on the main script. So it will not store calls to ‘sleep’, ‘open’, ‘write’, and ‘format’. If this is the first trial, noWorkflow will associate all the collected provenance to the trial id 1. It is possible to get basic trial information (i.e. main script name, main script hash, start time, finish time) by running ‘now show 1’ as we show in Figure 4.

Note that noWorkflow will not capture the definition provenance from ‘script2.py’, even though it is in the same directory of the main script and may be part of the workflow definition. This occurs because noWorkflow statically captures most of the definition provenance only to support the execution provenance collection, but it only captures the execution provenance from the main script, reducing the size and time overhead. Thus, it only captures the def-
# script1.py
from script2 import y, z

def x(i):
    if i % 2:
        z(i)
    return y(i)
return z(i)

if __name__ == '__main__':
    for i in range(3):
        x(i)
        z(i)

# script2.py
from random import random
from time import sleep

def y(i):
    sleep(.01)
    with open('y.txt', 'a') as f:
        f.write('{:.1f}\n'.format(i))

def z(i):
    sleep(.1)
    with open('z.txt', 'w') as f:
        f.write('{:.1f}\n'.format(i))

__version__ = '1.0.2'

Figure 3. Script example

[now] trial information:
Id: 1
Inherited Id: None
Script: script1.py
Code hash:
6d4bb7ba267060e4356860801c30060083403f1
Start: 2015-03-23 23:28:32.253135

Figure 4. Showing trial 1 basic information

3. Provenance Collection in IPython Notebook

We integrated noWorkflow’s provenance collection and IPython Notebook by using IPython’s concepts of line magic and cell magic. While our line magic collects provenance from external scripts, our cell magic collects provenance inside notebooks.

Line magic. The easiest way to capture provenance from external scripts is to simply execute noWorkflow as is. We propose a line magic, ‘%now_run’, to perform that. One could argue that this could be performed by a simple shell command. However, to analyze the externally collected provenance in the notebook, a scientist would have to know the generated trial id and load a trial object that provides an interface for analysis, as we show in Section 4. Our line magic not only executes noWorkflow externally, but also returns the trial object, which can be used for immediate analysis.

This line magic supports all arguments that the default now_run command supports (see [8] for details on those commands).

Cell magic. While the aforementioned line magic improves the usability for analyzing the notebook, it is tailored to execute external scripts outside the notebook. This would require the script to be previously created and saved into a file before running it in the notebook. To avoid this step, we propose a cell magic, ‘%%now_run’, which runs the script defined in its body. When this cell magic is executed, it creates a temporary file with the cell content as file content. Then, it runs noWorkflow with this file as input. Considering that the file runs externally, it is not possible to use notebook variables directly in the cell. It is only possible to pass these variables as parameters to the script. The same way, it is not possible to use the result of the trial directly, but it is possible to load the output into a variable.

By default, noWorkflow uses the script name to identify trials and this name can be used in queries to look at a trial family (i.e., trials that are probably similar since they were generated from scripts with the same name, that belong to the same experiment or exploratory analyses). Since cells have no name, we added an optional argument, name, on the magics to indicate the trial family. With this argument, it is possible to indicate that a given trial from a specific cell belongs to a specific experiment.

IPython extension. We implemented an IPython extension, called noworkflow to register these and other magics related to noWorkflow in its initializer. The line magic ‘%now_ls_magic’ lists existing noWorkflow magics.

Figure 5 presents provenance collection using noWorkflow. The first cell loads the extension, sets the default graph width to 392px and the default graph height to 150px. The second cell uses a line magic to execute an external script with a custom script name (tapp) and returns the trial id (4). The third cell assigns a value to a variable. The fourth cell uses a cell magic to execute an internal script, with the same name, defines that the cell output will be stored on the variable out_var, passes the variable size as argument, and returns a trial object. Note that the result of the fourth cell is a trial object and it is represented as a graph as we explain on Section 4. Finally, the last cell just returns the value of out_var. Note that Python’s print appends a ‘\n’ by default.

4. Provenance Analysis in IPython Notebook

The first step in supporting provenance analysis on notebooks is to connect to the provenance database. With access to the database, it is possible to query the provenance and use it for analysis. We propose visualizations, querying methods and trial objects to perform analysis using notebooks.

A trial object represents a single trial. It can be instantiated by specifying only the trial id. A trial has information about the scripts that generated it, its start time, finish time, environment variables, imported modules, accessed files, and activations (function calls). When a user wants to perform common queries to get these trial information and process the results using Python, she can access properties and call methods from the trial object and it will connect to the database to retrieve data ready for immediate analysis. The trial object caches some results to avoid querying the database every time. In addition, the trial object has properties and methods to retrieve other derived information, such as the trial duration. The default visualization of a trial object is an activation graph that shows the sequence of calls and sub-calls. An example of activation graph is shown in Out[4] of Figure 5.

IPython supports many display methods for objects. Since we display graphs for trials, the most suitable methods are PNG, SVG, and HTML. While PNG and SVG have the advantage of supporting visualization not only on the Notebook, but also on QtConsole
We chose HTML with JavaScript as the output display format for supporting JavaScript, allowing better interactions. For this reason, during the execution of IPython shell, HTML has the advantage of calling the `init` directory. It is possible to overwrite this configuration by manually setting the project path to the current path on the persistence module. By default, the path is the current external JavaScript and CSS dependencies, and setting the project path to the `~/home/joao/projects/tapp15` directory. Thus, it sets the project path to the current directory. We adopted the D3 JavaScript library to display the graphs. We chose D3 because it is fast enough to display thousands of nodes in a graph and customizable for applying different techniques. We implemented our visualizations in external JavaScript files with custom CSS. Thus, it is necessary to load D3 and load our JavaScript and CSS files to run our visualizations on the notebook. This is accomplished by an `init` function that has the purpose of loading both external JavaScript and CSS dependencies, and setting the project path on the persistence module. By default, the path is the current directory, but it is possible to specify other directories with a named argument.

This `init` function is the part of noWorkflow that eases its integration with IPython. Besides this function, noWorkflow also provides access to the trial objects and to special functions that sets default variables. The `noworkflow` extension initializer calls this function when it is loaded. Thus, it sets the project path to the current directory. It is possible to overwrite this configuration by manually calling the `init` function afterwards.

Figure 6 presents the use of a notebook to open the noWorkflow visualizations. In the first cell, we imported the module `ipython` and named it `nip`, then we called the function `init` to load all JavaScript and CSS dependencies and to set the project path to `~/home/joao/projects/tapp15`. Finally, we set the default graph width of 392px for all graphs. In the second cell, we just instantiated a trial object referring to trial 1 with custom height (350px) and custom graph mode (2). This visualization presents activation as nodes and fill the nodes color according to their duration (using the traffic light scale). Edges on the graph represents calls (black arrows), sequences (blue arrows), and returns (dashed black arrows). In this case, it is possible to see that the main script called `range`, then `x` three times, then `z`. First and third `x` called `z`. Second `x` called `z`, then `y`. The graph mode specifies how to combine activations and summarize the graph. It is possible to visualize all activations (mode 1), combine activations with the same name and sub-structure (mode 2) or combine activations by namespace (mode 3).

As we mentioned before, visualization is not the only way to analyze provenance in noWorkflow. The trial objects have fields that can be explored. For example, the field `script_content` returns the content of the main script, while the file `id` returns the trial id.

Figure 7 presents these possibilities of analysis. The first cell (In [3]) queries the duration of `z` activations called `range`, then `x` three times, then `z`. First and third `x` called `z`. Second `x` called `z`, then `y`. The graph mode specifies how to combine activations and summarize the graph. It is possible to visualize all activations (mode 1), combine activations with the same name and sub-structure (mode 2) or combine activations by namespace (mode 3).

As we mentioned before, visualization is not the only way to analyze provenance in noWorkflow. The trial objects have fields that can be explored. For example, the field `script_content` returns the content of the main script, while the file `id` returns the trial id.

It is also possible to run Prolog and SQL queries. We propose two `cell magics` to allow queries: `%%now_prolog` and `%%now_sql`. Both `cell magics` execute queries and may receive a variable result as parameter. If they receive a variable result, the `magic` assigns the result to the variable as an iterator. If they do not receive it, the result is presented as output. The `cell magic` `%%now_sql` outputs a table where the first row is the header. The `cell magic` `%%now_prolog` outputs a list. Each entry in the list is a match. It is possible to interpolate the content of both `cell magics` with python code.

The `cell magic` `%%now_prolog` may also receive trial ids as parameters. The ids indicate that it should export provenance from specified trials as Prolog facts. This way, we avoid eagerly loading the whole database and export facts on demand. This `magic` also loads Prolog rules that are automatically generated by noWorkflow (see [8]).

Figure 7 presents these possibilities of analysis. The first cell (In [3]) assigns the result of the last cell (i.e. the trial object from Figure 6) to the variable `trial` and presents the code that generated trial 1. The second cell (In [4]) queries the duration of `z` activations using Prolog. Note that this cell loads trial 1 facts, interpolates the `trial.id` into the query content, and stores an iterator into the `content` variable. The `cell magic` `%%now_sql` returns a list. Each entry in the list is a match. It is possible to interpolate the content of both `cell magics` with python code.

As we mentioned before, visualization is not the only way to analyze provenance in noWorkflow. The trial objects have fields that can be explored. For example, the field `script_content` returns the content of the main script, while the file `id` returns the trial id.

It is also possible to run Prolog and SQL queries. We propose two `cell magics` to allow queries: `%%now_prolog` and `%%now_sql`. Both `cell magics` execute queries and may receive a variable result as parameter. If they receive a variable result, the `magic` assigns the result to the variable as an iterator. If they do not receive it, the result is presented as output. The `cell magic` `%%now_sql` outputs a table where the first row is the header. The `cell magic` `%%now_prolog` outputs a list. Each entry in the list is a match. It is possible to interpolate the content of both `cell magics` with python code.

The `cell magic` `%%now_prolog` may also receive trial ids as parameters. The ids indicate that it should export provenance from specified trials as Prolog facts. This way, we avoid eagerly loading the whole database and export facts on demand. This `magic` also loads Prolog rules that are automatically generated by noWorkflow (see [8]).

Figure 7 presents these possibilities of analysis. The first cell (In [3]) assigns the result of the last cell (i.e. the trial object from Figure 6) to the variable `trial` and presents the code that generated trial 1. The second cell (In [4]) queries the duration of `z` activations using Prolog. Note that this cell loads trial 1 facts, interpolates the `trial.id` into the query content, and stores an iterator into the `content` variable. The third cell (In [5]) iterates through the result and prints the matches. Finally, the last cell (In[6]) performs a SQL query to get all the activations that accessed the file `y.txt` and outputs its result.

When a scientist collects provenance by running noWorkflow outside a notebook, she may want to perform the analysis on a

---
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To ease this task, we implemented an export command line option on noWorkflow to export notebook files related to trial objects. The export command receives the trial id and generates a notebook file with the code used for loading the trial.

A scientist can perform analysis on any data collected by noWorkflow through SQL queries, Prolog queries and calls to methods. Thus, it is possible to perform analysis on the definition provenance, by getting the defined functions, arguments, and globals in the script used for a trial. It is possible to perform analysis on deployment provenance by identifying the versions of imported modules; reading their source code; and checking the environment variables. Finally, it is possible to perform analysis on the execution provenance by getting the files content before and after opening them; extracting and visualizing activation graphs; and getting duration, parameters, globals, and return values from activations.

Scientists can also integrate different tools and queries, since the queries results can be obtained as Python objects and connected through Python code. For example, in an experiment in which an environment variable defines the name of a file, a scientist may run a SQL query to get the file content before and after opening it; extracting and visualizing activation graphs; and getting duration, parameters, globals, and return values from activations.

Scientists can also integrate different tools and queries, since the queries results can be obtained as Python objects and connected through Python code. For example, in an experiment in which an environment variable defines the name of a file, a scientist may run a SQL query to get the file content before and after opening it; extracting and visualizing activation graphs; and getting duration, parameters, globals, and return values from activations.

5. Related Work

Previous approaches have been proposed to integrate provenance into interactive notebook systems. Ducktape [14] generates IPython notebooks with visualizations for provenance captured from external experiments. While they focus on using the notebook only for interactive visualization, our approach allows scientists to run any kind of analysis on the notebook, including running Prolog and SQL queries, and using common object queries. We also allow scientists to fully use notebooks as their main experimentation environment, by providing cell magics for collecting provenance.

Lancet [12], on the other hand, allows scientists to perform exploratory research on IPython Notebook by capturing provenance and visualizing results. However, it does not capture provenance from pure Python code. It requires the definition of special launchers and the usage of the existing ones to capture provenance. This may result in a steeper learning curve than using our approach, as we capture provenance from any Python code.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new mechanism to collect and analyze provenance for IPython notebooks. The mechanism supports provenance analytics through different tools, including SQL queries, Prolog queries, object properties, and graph visualization. With our approach, it is possible to get provenance data from different queries, and combine them with custom Python code. We also propose magics to improve the usability during the collection and analysis of provenance inside the notebook. This allows scientists to perform all their exploratory work interactively in-
side notebooks: they need not to switch environments to capture or analyze the provenance information. noWorkflow is available as open source software at https://github.com/gems-uff/novorkflow. IPython Notebook, QtConsole, and other language-agnostic parts of IPython will move to a new project called Jupyter in the near future. Jupyter will use IPython as its kernel for running Python code interactively. Since Jupyter will keep its concepts, we believe our approach will stay valid for capturing Python provenance under Jupyter notebooks.

As future work, we plan to implement new visualizations for provenance, such as variable dependency graphs and diff visualization for files, modules, and environment. We foresee the integration of noWorkflow with Pandas [7] to improve provenance analysis. We also plan to support provenance collection internally to IPython to ease variable interchanging. Finally, it would be interesting to extend noWorkflow to capture provenance from other languages supported by Jupyter.
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